
Measurement of Hormones in Respiratory 
Samples of free-swimming
North Atlantic Right Whales

(Eubalaena glacialis)



Sampling living whales: feces often difficult to collect

What about blow? 



Early studies (Hogg et al.)

some bugs
to iron out: 



Often only to assess "yes/no" for detectability



Great start but some issues:

LC/MS (costly)
Presence/absence only - concentration unclear
Many whales had no detectable hormone
Samples <50uL
Had to add large volume antibiotic to <50uL sample
Are other hormones detectable?



2011 pilot study in NARW:

Can we get bigger samples?
Can we improve sampling rate? (# smpls/day?)

possible to target known individuals?
repeated samples possible?

Possible to use immunoassays?
Any other hormones detectable?
Parallelism/accuracy validations?



Field methodology

Could use drones or poles – we tried poles
32’ carbon-fiber pole on swivel mount, R/V Callisto 
Can be set at different angles
Nylon sampler (like Hogg et al.'s, but bigger)



2011 Pilot study:

1. Can we increase sampling rate?
2. Large enough sample volume?
3. Other hormones detectable besides P4 & T? (F/B, E2, T3?)
4. Can we use immunoassays or must it be mass spec?
5. Can we get concentrations or just presence/absence?
6. Validations? (Parallelism & accuracy)



Issues at sea

Very (very very) difficult to aim sampler precisely (esp SAGs)
usu. do not get sampler directly over blowholes
Lots of “side blows” onto side of sampler

Highly variable condensation/seawater/sample volume
Is possible to get sampler into some part of blow cloud
Sampler must be LIGHT & able to sample from any angle
Sea state must be 2 or less (3 is not feasible)
Must have dedicated boat with minimum crew of 4 (5 is better)



Success!
Only got 7 days at sea in 2011, but 55 smpls total
Massive improvement in sampling rate (0 to 22)
Sampling rate by end: 10-22/day

~95% from known individuals
Can sample targeted ind's; can repeatedly sample



How much sample?

Did we even get any sample? (hard to tell sometimes)
Can dry onto sampler before can get sampler back on boat
Sample volume usu. unknown.
Major “dilution problem”
Sample vol ranges 5-5000ul, mostly ~200ul, several >2ml
Cannot quantify the sample accurately



Concentrating samples

Spin down at dock / on boat (yields some droplets...)
Spin down again in lab (more droplets...)
Rinse nylon sampler (more...)
Rinse bottle (more...)
= ~5 different types subsamples per sample



Detectability

Have detected 5 hormones including:
P4, T, E1/E1G, F, T3
- did not detect B (but assay not very sensitive)
Immunoassays work perfectly well
Do not need to add antibiotic (we think)



Successful parallelism/accuracy
for almost all steroids tested (no B)



Assay sensitivity must be <0.5 ng/ml for blow

Example of assay that was 
not sensitive enough:



Testosterone parallelism:



Estrogens 
This antibody picks up E1+E1G



Progesterone
(ignore the wobbly curve, artifact of singlicate assay)



Little bit of thyroid hormone (T4) detected
Also probably T3, not much though



Two follow-up grants submitted:

NARW (Eubalaena glacialis):
Test urea, albumin, other substances to control for dilution
Test different sampler types
Physiological validations: do hormones correlate

with known reproductive state?

Humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae):
Test different sampler design
Try on another species



Humpbacks

Whit Welles 2007 



New pole + mount design
(PCCS, w Jooke Robbins)



Our pole engineer



New improved pole



Close-up of "hoop style" sampler



Hoop sampler in action



Sometimes we collect blow in other ways









Humpbacks – successful collection of samples:

... but most sample was consumed during 
parallelism & accuracy testing



Better sampling rate than for feces

... but most sample was consumed during 
parallelism & accuracy testing





Example of poor accuracy



Even the second T assay wasn't perfect



The other two assays were fine



We also collected feces:



Later we discover nylon can interfere with assays...



But we verify we can still distinguish different 
hormone RATIOS

Even after 8 hrs on a boat in a cooler



Major problem with blow: 
Can't quantify how much sample we got

Variation in water content
obscures the biological patterns completely



Divide by UREA



Urea does seem to correlate with
"how much sample we think we got"
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